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The teaching guides developed for Middle/High schools were created to support 8th grade

American history content standards and learning frameworks. They present concise menus of ideas

for teachers working with developing critical thinkers. Where the Elementary level teaching guides

focus on comprehension, the Middle/High School level teaching guides emphasize critical thinking

and drawing connections. The core of each chapter lesson is a Connect-Understand-Check

Understanding format, with activities for prereading, comprehension and extension. In addition,

each lesson presents activity suggestions for linking disciplines, further research, nonfiction reading,

geography skills and differentiated instruction. Groups of chapters are contextualized by Part

activities, which include setting context for reading, written assessment prompts, debate

suggestions, ethics discussion prompts, projects, and activities. Also, each Part contains a

cooperative learning activity developed for A History of US by Johns Hopkins University's Center for

Social Organization of Schools. Reproducible assessments, worksheets graphic organizers and

rubrics are found at back.About the Series:Master storyteller Joy Hakim has excited millions of

young minds with the great drama of American history in her award-winning series A History of US.

Recommended by the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy as an

exemplary informational text, A History of US weaves together exciting stories that bring American

history to life. Hailed by reviewers, historians, educators, and parents for its exciting,

thought-provoking narrative, the books have been recognized as a break-through tool in teaching

history and critical reading skills to young people. In ten books that span from Prehistory to the 21st

century, young people will never think of American history as boring again.
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"[An] exciting series... Ms. Hakim braids multiple narratives together to bring alive material long

dead to children's imaginations."--The New York Times Book Review"Joy Hakim didn't rewrite

history. But she did make it a whole lot more fun to read."--Education Week"Readers young and old

will find themselves amused, amazed, and engrossed by this searching, opinionated survey. In

every sense a fresh look at our history." --Kirkus Reviews"Merits every accolade, starting with the

most personal: I couldn't put it down."--Washington Post Book World"The liveliest, most realistic,

most well-received American history series ever written for children."--Los Angeles Times"A

thorough and accurate narrative of our nation's history."--The Philadelphia Inquirer"I think this is the

best American history written for young people that I have ever seen."--David Herbert Donald,

Harvard University; Pulitzer prize-winning author of Lincoln"When master storyteller Joy Hakim

wields her pen, you're in for a breathtaking adventure."--Teaching K-8"An attention to detail and

drama alike make these recommended choices for not only readers ages 8-13 but for entire

families."--Children's Bookwatch"Absorbing, real and even fun to read."--Voice of Youth

Advocates"Books of real substance that speak directly to kids."--Jean Fritz, author of Shhh, We're

Writing the Constitution"One of the best nonfiction series of the decade. Impossible to put

down."--School Library Journal

Joy Hakim, a former teacher, editor, and writer won the prestigious James Michener Prize for her

series, A History of US, which has sold over 4 million copies nationwide. A graduate of Smith

College and Goucher College she spent years teaching students from elementary school up to the

college level. She also served as an Associate Editor at Norfolk's Virginian-Pilot, and was an

Assistant Editor at McGraw-Hill's World News.

I love this series! My kids are using the Joy Hakim History of Us series in school for textbooks

(small, private school). My 6th grader is breezing through these books, but doing all of them, so

even though this covers a part of US History that isn't always a staple for elementary school, we are



covering it and enjoying the storytelling approach to history. This author is thorough, and teaches

the development of American values & ideals through small stories that are incredibly relatable for

students. Excellent tome!

Breaking the textbook mold, "A History of US" contains none of the intimidation that comes with

behemoth texts. It tells the tale of America in 10 user-friendly, small, illustrated books written in a

personal tone, as if the author were a storyteller. (An 11th source book, with original documents, is

also available.)For the captains of industry (sometimes called Robber Barons) -- men like Andrew

Carnegie, John D. Rockefeller, J.P. Morgan, and Henry Ford -- the Gilded Age is a time of big

money. Technology booms with the new trains, telephones, electric lights, harvesters, vacuum

cleaners, and more. But for millions of immigrant workers, it is a time of hardship: workers, including

children, often toil 12 to 14 hours a day sometimes under dangerous conditions. In this volume,

titled "An Age of Extremes", you'll meet Mother Jones, Ida Tarbell, Big Bill Haywood, Sam Gompers,

Theodore Roosevelt and others. You'll also watch the United States step onto the world stage as it

enters the bloody battlefields of Europe in World War I.

Absolutely fascinating. This book covers an era in US History that I know was only brushed on when

I was in school.I consider it a huge plus that the author throws in a lot of sidebars on economics.

Very straight forward (though probably simplified) concepts and descriptions. It really helped me

pass it on to the kids when we needed to go over some of the other things that were happening at

the time.Also, I appreciated that the author didn't shy away from presenting a somewhat more

balanced view of the big industrialists: Carnegie, Rockefeller, J. P. Morgan, and Vanderbilt. New

generations of students are often just taught that they were evil, with no more explanation, but their

stories were unique. Carnegie was practically the original Horatio Alger, he started as a kid working

in a factory and worked hard his whole life. Why wouldn't I want to teach my kids to work hard,

too?Recommended for all history buffs as a great overview and a gateway to other study. After

reading the section on Teddy Roosevelt, I went and bought the biography by David McCullough.

Needed this book for school

This book is part of a superb series of history books. The details and visual representations add to

the fun of reading for elementary students of history.



A wonderful set and a wonderful volume; however the back matter citations for picture credits are an

embarrassment to the editors and proofreaders alike -- even more so since the paperback edition

did not correct the small but important blunders. E.g.? See Winslow Homer's painting "Snap the

Whip" pictured at page 8 (bottom right) which is identified in the credits as at page 70 / 71. And even

when wrong the citations are not clear. Since this set has been around for many so many years and

gone through so many editions and printings this lack of attention to detail does not enhance the

credibility of the editors.

Excellent publication!

Vol 8 in an 11 volume set, "The History of Us," was missing from my original purchase from

Goodwill. Great prices!! I've been very impressed with the series and found it informative, and

interesting. I've learned a lot, and it has peaked my curiosity about history, especially during colonial

times. I've become a genealogy hobbyist and this helps put so much of what went on into a nice

perspective.
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